
 
TOYFRIEND 
 
Toyfriend is a brand created by Tickler, a Swedish designer label operating on the global 
market. We create a playful world of fun and exciting vibrating toys; combining genuine passion 
with long experience, we are now taking the natural step of making vibrating designer toys 
accessible to everyone. 
 
ABOUT THE TOYFRIENDS: 

 
All Toyfriends are different in design, size and function, but share some basic qualities: They are 
all quiet, energetic, waterproof and made of smooth, body-safe silicon. The products come in a 
contemporary packaging with a stand for storage and display. Battery is included and they all 
come with a one-year warranty. 
 
The Toyfriends also all have their individual characters and styles to meet personal tastes, 
needs and preferences, the truth is: 
 
YOU NEVER FORGET YOUR FIRST TOYFRIEND! 

 

THE ORIGINAL TOYFRIENDS 

The Original Toyfriends are our first family of playful vibrators; Cute, Rebel, Sunny, Mystic and 
Bunny. The Original Toyfriend are quality vibrators with simple functionality that are easy and 
fun to play with. 



 

 

CUTE TOYFRIEND 

“I am like heaven to touch; I want to cuddle so much.” 

Product description: 

Cute Toyfriend has a medium-strength vibration and a large softly rounded surface as well as 
well-defined angles to play with. The strong stem creates pressure that makes Cute suitable for 
internal as well as external use. 

Vibration character: Medium-paced and medium-strong 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Purple 
Material:   Body Safe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft Coated   
Size:   133mm  
Weight:   59 grams  
Battery:   LR1 N, 1.5V Battery  
Usage time:   Up to 2h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level  <50 dB   
Interface:   On/Off  



 

 

 

SUNNY TOYFRIEND 

 
“I’m your little ray of sunshine, bring me out whenever it’s playtime.” 

Product description: 

Sunny is a very positive and speedy Toyfriend with a fast-paced yet softer vibration. Lots of nice 
bubbles in combination with the soft stem create a very intense and joyful toy. 

Vibration character: Fast and intense 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Yellow 
Material:   Body Safe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft Coated   
Size:   130 mm  
Weight:   56 grams  
Battery:   LR1 N, 1.5V Battery  
Usage time:   Up to 2h 



Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level  <50 dB   
Interface:   On/Off 
 

 

 

MYSTIC TOYFRIEND 

“With my odd and funny face, I can make you come for days.” 

Product description: 

The name describes the experience. The surprisingly strong flutter in the antennas combines 
with a stronger vibration in the body to make Mystic a truly tickling Toyfriend. 

Vibration character: Soft and fluttering 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Cyan  
Material:   Body Safe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft Coated   
Size:   138 mm  
Weight:   61 grams  



Battery:   LR 1 N, 1.5V Battery  
Usage time:   Up to 2h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level  <50 dB   
Interface:   On/Off  
 

 

 

 

BUNNY TOYFRIEND 

“I’m a rabbit and I run; bring me home for lots of fun.” 

Product description: 

Bunny is the most energetic of the Original Toyfriends, with a strong and fast vibration and a 
slightly harder silicone for intense stimulation. Bunny’s two flexible ears create a popular 
“hugging” option. 

Vibration character: Fast and strong 

Product Specification: 



Colour:   Magenta 
Material:   Body Safe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft Coated   
Size:   139 mm  
Weight:   59 grams  
Battery:   LR 1 N, 1.5V Battery  
Usage time:   Up to 2h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level  <50 dB   
Interface:   On/Off  

 

 

REBEL TOYFRIEND 

“I am nobody’s little pet. I can tickle to death” 

Product description: 

The Rebel’s shape and the thickness of the silicone create a deeper, penetrating vibration with 
a nearly hypnotic effect, making this Bad Boy perfect for internal g-spot stimulation as well as 
external use. 

Vibration character: Deep and penetrating  



Product Specification: 

Colour:   Black 
Material:   Body Safe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft Coated   
Size:   139 mm  
Weight:   66 grams  
Battery:   LR 1 N, 1.5V Battery  
Usage time:   Up to 2h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level  <50 dB   
Interface:   On/Off  
 

 

THE  POWER TOYFRIENDS 

The Power Toyfriends are our third generation of vibrators: Bigger, stronger and bolder! Nosy, 
Bubbly, Coney and Seti are designed to create an endless variety of options for reaching and 
stimulating, they bend themselves according to your wishes yet continue to vibrate where you 
want it the most. Your imagination is the limit really. With a choice of two speeds and three 
pulsation modes and different degrees of flexibility in the beautifully shaped silicones the Power 
Toyfriends are truly something else. They are still Toyfriends though, waterproof, made from 



super-smooth body-safe silicone and come with a one-year warranty. So please check the out 
and feel the power today! 

 

BUBBLY TOYFRIEND 

‘A string of pearls or a laser-gun? Press my button and choose your fun!’ 

‘Bubbly is a ballsy Toyfriend with lots of energy. When turned on you will actually see the tip-ball 
oscillate with excitement and anticipation! Bubbly’s shape leads the strong vibration into the 
three balls making it the perfect choice for both outside as well as inside activities. Bubbly is 
waterproof, quiet, very powerful and comes with two vibration speeds and three pulsation 
modes for all levels of play. Bubbly, as all Power Toyfriends are made from super-smooth body-
safe silicone and comes with a one-year warranty. 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Magenta Red 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   221 mm  
Weight:   176 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 



Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off 
 

 

SETI TOYFRIEND 

‘Receiving your signals, transmitting vibrations, creating a universe of great sensations’ 

‘SETI Toyfriend takes its inspiration from the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence project. 
SETI’s design transmits all the overdrive-strength vibrations into the shield and the tip making it 
the perfect toy to discover new worlds through clitoral exploration. SETI comes in deep-space 
cyan blue super-smooth body-safe silicone, is powerful, quiet, waterproof and has a choice of 
two speeds as well as three different pulsation modes.’ 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Cyan Blue 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   187 mm  
Weight:   161 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included)  



User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level:  <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off   
 

 

 

CONEY TOYFRIEND 

Here’s Nature’s long-eared love-child, at his best when let run wild’ 

‘The Rabbit, the Bunny and now here is Coney! Coney is a Toyfriend with unique character: 
soft-eared and hard-nosed; a black rebel and a gentle lover. Coney is designed for strong 
movement in the soft ears and a very strong vibration in his nose for awesome clitoral 
stimulation. Coney is very quiet and powerful as well as waterproof, is made from super-smooth 
body-safe silicone and comes with two speeds as well three pulsation modes for a truly wild 
experience. 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Black 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   



Size:   222 mm  
Weight:   156 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level:  <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  
 

 

 

NOSY TOYFRIEND 

‘I like to touch, explore and pry, turn me on and you’ll know why’ 

Our Nosy is the odd one out in the Power Toyfriend family. Not so slim, not so slender and no 
delicate vibrating tip. The vibration goes all the way through his powerful chest through to his 
pronounced head. Let the body stimulate your outside while the head opens you up for the 
ultimate Nosy experience. Nosy, like all Power Toyfriends, is made from super-smooth body-
safe silicone, is waterproof, quiet and very, very powerful. Nosy also come with two different 
speeds and three distinct pulsation modes for a great choice of sensations. 

Product Specification: 



Colour:   Yellow 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   180 mm  
Weight:   184 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  
 
 

 

THE ROCKET TOYFRIENDS 

The Rockets are the second generation of Toyfriends. They are Curvy, Wavy, Cheeky and last 
but not least the Starlet. Their sleek shapes and powerful pulsations make them great for both 
inside and outside use. Add to that vibrant colours and likeable personalities and you have a 
great addition to your family of intimate friends. And of course, as they are Toyfriends, they are 
all powerful, waterproof, made from super-smooth body-safe silicone and very, very quiet. So 
please check the Rockets out to find out which one is yours. 



 

CURVY TOYFRIEND 

‘I’m yellow and chubby but nobody’s fool, Try me out, I’m a fabulous tool!’ 

Curvy is a full-bodied and warm-hearted Toyfriend who loves disco-dancing and all-night 
exercise. With his compact build and penetrating nature he is a great addition to the family. 
Curvy comes with two speeds, three pulsation modes and is fool-proof, waterproof and made of 
super-smooth body-safe silicone. The batteries are included, and, like all Toyfriends, Curvy 
comes with a one-year warranty. 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Yellow 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   150 mm  
Weight:   196 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  



 
STARLET TOYFRIEND 

‘I’m up and coming and oh so hot, my ambition will hit your spot’ 

Starlet is the (self-proclaimed) future of this vibrating world,  the magenta-red colour is not a 
blush, it’s just the colour of its rosy future… Full of energy and designed in just the right size and 
shape to hit the spot of the audience Starlet is sure to attract a huge amount of fans. Starlet 
Toyfriend comes with two speeds and three pulsation modes and the batteries are included. 
And more: it is waterproof, made from super-smooth body-safe silicone and is quiet and discreet 
when needed to be. 

 Product Specification: 

Colour:   Magenta 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   168 mm  
Weight:   161 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  



 
WAVY TOYFRIEND 

‘I am an ocean of undulating pleasure, yours to command and enjoy at leisure’ 

Wavy is a black and shapely monster from the deep-blue seas. Filled with pulsating power and 
controlled vibrations it is a great companion when exploring our unknown selves. Wavy is 
equipped with a choice of speed and vibrating patterns, moves quietly and is, naturally, 
waterproof. As all the Rockets Wavy is made from super-smooth body-safe silicone and the 
batteries are included as well as a one-year warranty. 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Black 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   153 mm  
Weight:   177 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  



 
CHEEKY TOYFRIEND 

‘See my sleek and feisty head? C’mon baby, take me to bed!’ 

Cheeky is as cheeky does. And Cheeky does it all. Designed to penetrate yet vibrate where it 
feels the most this Smurf-coloured Rocket has the ability to match its inflated confidence. Add 
power, two speeds and three different pulsation modes and there is nothing left to say. Except 
that Cheeky is waterproof, made from the finest super-smooth silicone, comes with a one-year 
warranty and that the batteries are included of course. 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Cyan 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   153 mm  
Weight:   161 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  
 
 



 

 

THE EXTENDED TOYFRIENDS 

Bossy and Shorty form the fourth line of the Toyfriend  range. The Extended or Doubles as they 
are called are a bit more outrageous, a bit more outright and maybe a bit more outspoken than 
the rest of the gang. Bossy and Shorty add both attitude and function to the Toyfriend range, so 
they are a great addition to the family business. As they are Toyfriends they are of course, 
waterproof, made from super-smooth body-safe silicone and created with large amounts of love 
and care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

BOSSY TOYFRIEND 

‘I’m the Boss, yet yours to dictate, my double nature will make you feel great!’ 

The Boss has all the nice features of our friendly Toyfriends and is also really well hung! But 
don’t get intimidated or offended, Bossy is here to please, not to punish. The combination of 
inside stimulation with outside vibration is a masterstroke, and his master-plan also includes two 
speeds, three pulsation modes and a deviously smooth body-safe silicone. Bossy is also 
waterproof and comes with the batteries included. 

 

Product Specification:  

Colour:   Magenta 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   
Size:   203 mm  



Weight:   260 grams  
Battery:   2 x AAA batteries (Included) 
User time:   Up to 4h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   2 speeds and 3 pulsation modes, On/Off  
 
 

 

SHORTY TOYFRIEND 

‘Attitude and energy is all in this game, I look for love, pleasure and fame!’ 

Shorty is a charming little creature. Combining the bunny with the big bad wolf creates that 
perfect naughty but nice functionality and personality, daring yet caring you could say. All we 
can say is: “Get Shorty!” Shorty is made from super-smooth body-safe silicone and is of course 
waterproof and comes with the battery included. 

Product Specification: 

Colour:   Black 
Material:   Bodysafe Silicone  
Finish:   Soft coated   



Size:   133 mm  
Weight:   80 grams  
Battery:   LR1 N, 1.5V Battery (Included) 
User time:   Up to 2h 
Frequency:  80 Hz 
Max noise level: <50 dB   
Interface:   On/Off  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT TOYFRIEND 

 

 
Why should I buy a Toyfriend? 

-‐ It’s a great gift to yourself and your friends. 
-‐ They are fun, easy and safe to play with. 
-‐ They look good, feel good and do good. 

 
Which Toyfriend is best for me? 

- All the Toyfriends have individual characters, sizes, shapes and functions that give 
different vibrations and opportunities. Who’s your Toyfriend?  

How do the Toyfriends work? 

-  The Original Toyfriends and Shorty  - Press the button at the end of the Tickler – It has 
a very simple On/Off function. We have focused on individual characters that give 
different vibrations and strength instead of building in a lot of functions. This makes the 
product robust and easy to use. 
 

- The Power Toyfriends and the Rocket Toyfriends and Bossy– Turning it On/Off as well 
as the two different speeds and the three different pulsation modes are all controlled by 
the one button at the end of the Tickler. Press once to start it, press again to switch 
vibration type. To turn it off just hold the button down for two seconds. 

How long does the battery last and how do I change it? 



- The battery/batteries last for about two hours of usage time. To change, just unscrew the 
bottom cap, take the battery/batteries out, slip the new one/s in and screw the cap back 
on. 

What material are they made from? 

- All Toyfriend products are made from a smooth and body safe silicone. 

What kind of battery do they come with? 

- The Original Toyfriends and Shorty come with one LR1N battery. This small battery is 
commonly used in vibrating toys, cameras and alarms and has a very long life-span. The 
Power and Rocket Toyfriends as well as Bossy come with 2 AAA batteries full of energy. 

How do I clean my Toyfriend? 

- We recommend warm water and soap or toy cleaner.  

Where are the Toyfriends manufactured?   

- All Toyfriend products are manufactured at Toyfriend/Ticklers own factory in China 


